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Good evening to whom may receive this email my name is David Fumudoh Esq. and I
am an attorney at law and proud AMC shareholder. I agree with you position that the
shorts must report there short positions more often and must also report the use of
synthetic shares. Once that occurs they must be more failure to delivers sent.

This is important because Citadel and the rest of the hedge funds have no right to sell
stock they don’t own as it is fraud and theft, for example the law would punish any
regular citizen who sold a car that they did not own to make a profit and it should be no
different with Citadel and the hedge funds. 

Also Citadel using the dark pools to manipulate the market is wrong and illegal. From
my research the retail investors AMC shares bought on apps such as Robinhood, Webull,
and other similar brokerages are not being transferred to the market on the New York
stock exchange. Citadel as owners of these brokerage firms are stealing the retail
investors money to conduct transactions on the darkpools artificially lowing the price of
AMC stock and these deplorable actions are costing retail investors thousands if not
millions of dollars.

Finally I warn you while must insure proper reporting on any synthetic shares used and
you must regulating the dark pools you must also regulate Citadel Connect the
companies own personal darkpool. The reason you must make these crucial changes is
so the retail investors may have justice as the point of a fair and free market is that all
investors are on a level playing field. 

If Citadel and the hedge funds continue to manipulate the market with impunity not only
will the stock market lose the retail investor which is an asset needed as retail spend
money in the stock contributing to its grown, the market will lose the trust of the entire
world as every country is watching to see if the American stock market is for fair and
free trade or if the market is rigged, and if the latter is the case why should anyone even
try and that would be terrible message to send as the entire world is watching.  

Thank you for taking the time to listen to my request and have a good evening 



Sources For Research 

https://www.reddit.com/r/amcstock/ [reddit.com]

https://youtube.com/channel/UCz3yEeaQOn3oxgoy7JVMW_Q [youtube.com]

https://youtube.com/c/TheMoneyGameWithAC [youtube.com]


